
I’m a YAV but You Don’t Have To 

 

Good morning. I would like to begin my time with you this             

morning by first and foremost saying thank you for having me and            

thank you for your generosity in helping to fund my years of            

service in the Young Adult Volunteer program. It is the          

responsibility of each YAV to raise the funds for their year and no             

YAV could do it with out the support of their local churches so I’m              

so, so grateful to Midway Presbyterian for not only supporting me,           

but for supporting this great program that does so much for the            

young adults serving the church.  

And! Just a back-story, Mary was actually one the very first            

people I spoke with about the YAV program. We had lunch here            

in Midway while I was still in college and she told me about her              



experience as a volunteer. At the time, going abroad and          

committing one year of life to service work sounded so          

incredible, and so exotic but something I wasn’t quite ready for.           

Obviously though it was a conversation that tucked itself away          

into my mind and heart until I was ready to receive it, and as I               

stand here before you this morning, I am reminded how grateful I            

am for that first introduction to YAV life.  

Back in the spring when I was invited to speak to you I was              

first very honored and thankful for the opportunity, and then          

suddenly very conflicted. I have always loved telling stories, and I           

love telling stories about my time as a YAV, but it’s the challenge             

of deciding which stories to tell first that always sends me into a             

deep reminiscent whirlwind of my last two years. So much has           

happened in such a seemingly short amount of time that picking           



my favorites or the most significant situations seems a daunting          

task so, wish me luck as I make the attempt here.  

Of course the best place to start is at the beginning, to tell you              

what moved me to serve two back-to-back years in the Young           

Adult Volunteer program. I could say that I was a person who felt             

a deep spiritual call to service, or that God had come to me in              

prayer, and led me to apply…but that wouldn’t be completely          

true. Actually, a fun game that YAVs like to play at the end of their               

year is to tell each other why they decided to become a YAV, but              

they are challenged to do it in SIX words or less. Often you will              

hear answers like: 

America was in recession 

Medical school is expensive  

My bedroom, became the guest room 



or, my favorite… 

The LSAT failed me. Twice 

My 6 were “the road had always led west” About a year after I              

graduated college I was working at Second Presbyterian Church         

in Lexington under Barrett Milner helping out with youth         

ministry. Like many young people I was feeling the wanderlust of           

my early twenties. I always had the desire to travel out west            

when I was finished with school but was never sure how I would             

start the adventure. I researched several options, different        

organizations like AmeriCorps and more local volunteer       

opportunities that would take me out there but ultimately it was           

the YAV program, offering communal living with other volunteers         

serving the Denver and the larger Church, that captured my          

attention.  



That fall I flew to New York for orientation to meet with the             

rest of the 2012-2013 young adult volunteers. And I would just           

like to say, if there is anyone in this room who doubts that there              

are selfless, motivated, and caring millennials in the world, I          

invite you to attend a YAV orientation…now I don’t officially          

invite you attend a YAV orientation, you’ll have to talk to           

presbytery about that but these are some of the most incredible           

people I’ve had the honor of meeting. 

In Denver I served in a refugee resettlement agency called           

the African Community Center. I taught English to adult refugee          

students and cultural orientation classes to newly arrived        

families. Teaching was by far my most favorite memory of service           

during both my YAV years, as I also served as a teacher in             

Nashville where I live now. But every once in a while I would be              



asked attend airport pick-ups. To go to the airport and greet the            

newly arrived clients who were being resettled by the agency.  

My first time I went with one of my housemates, Matt            

who worked at the agency with me, and we brought along one of             

our Ethiopian clients, Ibrahim, because it was his 15 year old           

nephew who we were going to pick up that day. As we stood at              

the gate waiting for him I remember being overwhelmed with          

excitement. I was, perhaps selfishly, so HAPPY to be getting a new            

student and to welcome someone coming into this country for          

the first time. I could imagine in my mind the relief on his face              

when he stepped off the plane and into this new country were he             

could begin to build a new life.  

As we stood at the gate I could see a young man walking              

towards us holding a mesh UNICEF duffel bag and he was crying.            



As Ibrahim moved past us to embrace his nephew he too began to             

cry. As emotion overcame them, Matt and I moved away to allow            

the family their space as it quickly became evident that these           

were not happy tears, not tears of relief, not of excitement. They            

were scared. They were unsure of themselves. They were grieving          

the lives they had lost, and intimidated by the enormity of what is             

in store for them in this new chapter, this new culture, this new             

city.  

There are moments in life when we are hit with our own             

privilege. This was one of those times for me. As I stood there I              

began to understand that the moment was greater than my          

excitement. Every day in Colorado I had taught men and women           

who had fled desolate, unspeakable circumstances, and yet still         

had the desire to hold authorship over their own futures.  



To have been a witness to their energy and resilience           

changed my heart and I am to this day inspired by their agency.             

But what was perhaps just as powerful, what is just as moving            

were moments when they were brave enough to cry. When they           

were not afraid to show their vulnerability, together we could see           

our own humanity.  

During our YAV year we are encouraged to write blogs           

about our service, partly to inform our supporters of our          

experience, and to also increase the interest of prospective         

volunteers. At the beginning of my second year of service, in           

Nashville year I decided to make a vlog instead of blog, and in one              

of my very first video entries I offered this advice to the new class  

 



“If you have gotten into this program because you want to change            

the world, then you’ve probably gotten into this program for the           

wrong reasons.”  

 

I said this, because it was true of me. I think it is a common trend                

among young people who want to be part of giving back to their             

communities to get involved in programs like YAV. In addition to           

moving away from home and living in Colorado, I wanted to be            

part of a positive change in the world, and at the time that meant              

changing the world around me, rather than seeing the ways that           

the world could positively change me. Later in the same video I            

go on to say “if you live this year open to what the communities              

you’re serving can teach you, and decide after your year of           

service to live your life in a different way because of what this             



year teaches you, then you will change the world. Hardly and           

passage illustrates this better than our scripture reading this         

morning;  

  

 

…with the eyes of your heart enlightened, you may         

know what is the hope to which he has called          

you…what is the immeasurable greatness of his power        

for us who believe. 

 

I don’t know if what I did during my time as a YAV did               

much to change anything. Refugees still exists. The warfare and          

oppression that cause people to flee their homes still exist. I           

couldn’t change that in the two years I was a YAV, but that’s okay              



because that wasn’t my job. I do know that the time I spent with              

my students, the relationships I built with them, hearing their          

perspectives on hope and love, forgiveness and grace, changed         

ME. My housemates and I did not eradicate poverty in Denver. It            

is still there. Nor did we feed and house every person           

experiencing homelessness in the city. But we did see their faces.           

We met their families, we heard their stories and learned that we            

as Christians we are not called to simply go out and serve in the              

community, but rather be in community with those we serve.  

The yav experience brought out all kinds of things in me            

but certainly one of them was the best version of myself. So I             

thank you again for those years, I carry them around like gifts            

with me everywhere I go. I am reminded every day of what they             



taught me, how God moves through us, and with us, calling us            

into community, to serve him, by serving each other.  

 

 


